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Introduction

In the steamy summer of 1948, a group of thirty- six teachers representing 
twenty- one countries— nearly half the number of internationally recog-

nized sovereign states in the world at that time— met at Adelphi College on 
New York’s Long Island, a few miles from the United Nation’s own makeshift 
headquarters in an old munitions factory at Lake Success.1 They were guests 
of a UNESCO seminar on “world understanding,” tasked with discussing ed-
ucation programs that would promote interest in and knowledge of the work-
ings of the UN and its specialized agencies. They also took it upon themselves 
to determine the proper progress of internationalism.

Refusing to be defeated by the heat and humidity, or by the challenges 
of translation, the teachers talked, ate, and made the most of photo oppor-
tunities. They listened to lectures by UN personnel, toured Lake Success, 
met with Eleanor Roosevelt on the grounds of her home at Hyde Park, and 
Dwight Eisenhower, then president of Columbia University. In the cool of 
night, they entertained each other with “National Evenings,” celebrated inde-
pendence days, exhibited national movies, listened to music, and performed 
folk dances. At the end of six weeks of seminars and socializing as an “inter-
national group,” they concluded that “adult” internationalism welcomed “the 
nation- state structure of mankind.”2

The seminar on “world understanding” was precisely the kind of inter-
nationally minded cultural event that Hans Morgenthau, the American po-
litical scientist and proclaimed founder of post‒World War II realist theory, 
disdained as irrelevant to a hard- headed pursuit of peace. A German- Jewish 
émigré from the Weimar Republic, Morgenthau was based at the University 
of Chicago in 1948 and had just published his seminal study Politics Among 
Nations, with its lively dismissal of the futile idealism of UNESCO’s educa-
tional programs. History had taught Morgenthau that “world understanding” 
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could never guarantee peace because of the unreliability of human nature and 
the complex interests of states.3 It is all the more surprising then to find that 
in Politics Among Nations Morgenthau postulated “the creation of an inter-
national community as foundation for a world state” and as “the first step to-
ward the peaceful settlement of the international conflicts which might lead 
to war.”4 Into the 1950s, as the UN and UNESCO succumbed to the politics of 
the Cold War, in a succession of new editions of Politics Among Nations, Mor-
genthau anticipated “the obsolescence of the sovereign national state” and the 
transformation of “the existing international society of sovereign nations into 
a supranational community of individuals.”5 Although Morgenthau thought 
little of UNESCO’s cultural content, he presumed that its institutional exis-
tence had contributed to the “spreading web of international activities and 
agencies, in which and through which the interests and life of all the nations 
would be gradually integrated.” 

Internationalism has long been regarded as a story of ideologues and 
radicals— whether nineteenth- century pacifists driven by utopian dreams of 
a parliament of man or working- class revolutionaries urging the workers of 
the world to unite. This book recovers a distinctively twentieth- century inter-
nationalism that was imagined through the same dominant lens of realism as 
nationalism, often with a similar defensiveness about its realist and idealist 
imperatives, and that culminated in the League of Nations and United Na-
tions as unprecedented experiments in what was sometimes termed “interna-
tional government.” From the turn of the twentieth century, internationalism 
captured imaginations as “new” because its characteristics were the product 
of the social and political modernity of the times, including new international 
institutions, new international forms of sociability, and the importance of, 
as the UNESCO teachers would pronounce, “human beings with the right 
outlook.”6 Writers, intellectuals, and political activists, men and women, from 
across the liberal political spectrum, remarked on the sociological or objec-
tive character of an “era of internationalism,” and its réalité. The stimulant for 
this popular and intellectual interest in a new internationalism was not only 
the transnational spread of ideas and power of “public opinion” that accom-
panied mass literacy, but also the constant threat of war and the evidence of 
atrocities in the name of nationalism. In the circumstances, internationalism 
seemed to many the most likely path to a “permanent peace” and to the fulfill-
ment of the democratic ambitions of men, women, and anticolonialists who 
had limited political representation in nation- states and empires.

Throughout the twentieth century, the significance and meaning 
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attributed to internationalism emerged out of the same questions of moder-
nity and democracy, and political idealism that shaped the twentieth century 
into a corresponding age of nationalism. Like the dominant national trend, 
internationalism appeared as a story of political and social evolution in the 
interests of liberty and peace. As twinned liberal ideologies international-
ism and nationalism inspired a wide range of imagined communities, but at 
their core were the same unresolved questions about the nature of individuals 
and groups, and the extent to which human beings could fashion a destiny 
of their choice. This meant that internationalism, particularly as it was in-
stitutionalized in the league and UN, was also imagined through the same 
language of race and civilizational difference that gave twentieth- century 
nationalism its unflattering timbre. Some of the more inspiring words on 
which twentieth- century talk about the relationship of the national to the 
international hung— particularly international society, interdependence, and 
transnationalism— have made the transition into the twenty- first century. 
Others— including internationality, international minds, world citizenship, 
and world government— were forgotten or rendered foreign, from one de-
cade to the next.

Through the linguistic transformations and shifting emphases of inter-
nationalism ran the thread of an Enlightenment promise of evolving politi-
cal, economic, social, and cultural progress, from the empires of the ancien 
régime to the nations of liberty and fraternity, and toward the universalism of 
a broader horizon of humanity. In the twentieth century, perhaps humanity’s 
darkest century, the paradoxes of this promise and its potential came to the 
fore as a new internationalism. 

Narratives of nationalism have become so engrained in our understanding of 
history, that we have forgotten the long, intimate, conceptual past shared by 
the national and international as entangled ways of thinking about moder-
nity, progress, and politics.7 Their symbiotic origins take us back at least to the 
1780s, when the English philosopher Jeremy Bentham coined the term “inter-
national” as an appellation for law that extended beyond the state, governing 
the “mutual transactions of sovereigns.”8 It could be argued that the avail-
ability of the term “international” may have even encouraged familiarity with 
the nation as a synonym for the state. We can easily imagine, as exemplary of 
this new interest in the international, Immanuel Kant’s 1784 essay “Idea for 
a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan Intent” and its discussion of how 
best to regulate relations between nations in the interests of permanent peace. 
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Kant famously concluded that human “unsocial sociability” would eventually 
drive humans to a federation of peoples or “universal cosmopolitan state.”9 
In the century that followed, the Enlightenment language of stages, with its 
confident assertion of progress and universalism and the inevitable evolution 
of communities from family to nation to humanity, established a crucial ideo-
logical connection between the national and the international as successive 
phases of social and political life.

It is not difficult to find a universal cosmopolitan intent and an engage-
ment with internationalism layered through all manner of nineteenth- century 
political texts, including those most famous for promoting nationalism as 
well as socialism. From the 1830s, Giuseppe Mazzini, exiled in England amid 
a community of English- speaking supporters of his Italian national cause, 
publicized a progressive vision of ever- widening concentric circles of asso-
ciation, in which nations existed as one stage of political and social evolution 
that would eventually link humanity.10 The same Garibaldi who is recognized 
as the hero of the Italian Risorgimento, or national revival, was in 1867 the 
president of the newly formed International League of Peace and Liberty con-
vening in Geneva and circulating its own journal under the masthead États- 
Unis d’Europe, or “United States of Europe.”11

The abstract noun “internationalism” was an innovation (in both English 
and French) of this mid- nineteenth century, intended to capture the fulcrum 
of a new class- based political imaginary that we associate with the First Inter-
national, and the workers’ anthem “The Internationale.”12 Although it was still 
relatively easy to confuse and fold together ideologically divergent visions of 
international and national communities, the proletarian internationalism of 
the latter half of the nineteenth century was specifically opposed to national-
ism, supporting instead transnational, non- state- bound class interests as the 
stepping- stone to radical economic egalitarianism. Even so, political versions 
of this class- conscious internationalism reiterated the familiar Enlightenment 
script of the evolution of human communities from the local to the universal, 
with a place for the nation. Writing in 1876, the German socialist August 
Bebel adapted an evolutionary vision of change to his own international ends: 
“The family forms a tribe, and several tribes form a state and the nation and 
finally the close interaction of nations will result in internationality.”13

A similar script exuding faith in the evolution of internationality shaped 
the nationalisms of the later nineteenth century across national and linguis-
tic borders. Here we might recall Woodrow Wilson, American president 
and attributed architect of both the League of Nations and the principle of 
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nationality. Wilson’s teacher was Herbert Baxter Adams, the progenitor of 
a national American historiography, who conceived of the nation as a stage 
in the evolution of human society in the general direction of a world- state. 
Adams, in turn, took his own understanding of the international destiny of 
nations from his mentor at Germany’s Heidelberg University, the Swiss po-
litical scientist and international jurist Johannes Bluntschli.14 By the end of 
the nineteenth century, Wilson shared Adams’ and Bluntschli’s historically 
specific conception of the evolution of humanity from ancient and medieval 
times to the late nineteenth- century epoch of international congresses and 
internationality.15 It was an understanding that, from Wilson’s perspective, 
presumed that some nations and “races” were more likely to take the lead in 
this process. He was hardly alone in his opinion that the federalism of the 
United States stood as a model of the momentum of political unification into 
ever- larger communities, including a “United States of Europe.”16

By this time, profound social, political, and cultural changes had radically 
altered the landscape of the international and the national as inevitable forms 
of political community. More than half a century after the English poet Ten-
nyson’s famous 1835 invocation of the “Parliament of Man”— the oft- quoted 
albeit ahistorical prelude to twentieth- century international organizations— 
the political significance of internationalism was self- consciously distanced 
from its poetic or revolutionary nineteenth century intonations.17 In the latter 
decades of the nineteenth century, interest in the promise and predictability 
of internationalism was invested in the “sociological” evidence of a seemingly 
endless concatenation of international associations and congresses, interna-
tional administrative organizations, law and peace initiatives.

Symptomatic of this international turn was the growing talk of a new, 
“real” internationalism with social as well as political dimensions. As na-
tionalists grabbed the center stage of political life, and communist interna-
tionalists preached the inevitability of class revolution, the liberal cast of a 
twentieth- century internationalism— built, like nationalism, out of institu-
tions and sociability— came clearly into view. Indeed, at the end of World War 
I, the principle of nationality and the League of Nations were the shared basis 
for a new international world order. The etymological link between proletar-
ian politics and the term internationalism still endured in demands for radi-
cal economic change and democratization. But a liberal, nation- embracing, 
and anticommunist version of internationalism was palpably on the rise. 
Leaders of powerful Western states, middle- class women and feminists, anti-
colonialists, social scientists, and moral reformers, now organized around the 
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“international question” as well as the “nation question.” A composite picture 
of their imagined internationalism would reveal a liberal international world 
order compatible with national patriotism and “collective security” (a term 
coined only in the 1930s), and profoundly connected to the history of democ-
racy as well as peace and moral improvement.

In the 1940s, surveys of British and American public opinion confirmed 
that politicians, pamphleteers, scholars, and the public alike had come to 
identify being internationally minded as the most realistic alternative to 
the perils of nationalism and invested their hopes in the creation of the 
United Nations Organization. During the UN’s early existence, cosmopoli-
tanism came to favor in its literal translation as “world citizenship,” as did 
the prospect of a world federation on the American model. The spectrum 
of these hopes and assumptions were captured in the UNESCO seminar 
discussions of the ideal international civil servant employed in “world gov-
ernment.” There the teachers representing geographically dispersed states 
mulled over the idea that all members of the UN Secretariat ought to have 
“world citizenship”; countered that “world citizens” in fact did not have the 
freedom of the world “since there was from the point of view of passports, 
residence, etc., no ‘world’ but merely nation- states and their dependencies;” 
and then agreed that the ideal international civil servant should have “a 
national outlook.”18

Although the Cold War swung the balance toward nationalism— as the 
political objective supported by all sides— in the 1970s, the significance of in-
ternationalism in this oscillating relationship was restored, its meaning again 
radically renovated.19 From a longue durée perspective, the motifs that histo-
rians now describe as characteristic of the seventies as a “global” period were 
the same as those that featured at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
namely the exponential proliferation of international institutions and a new 
international society. What had changed were the kinds of nonstate and state 
actors that had begun to populate the international sphere. They included on 
the one hand, mass- based organizations such as Amnesty International and, 
on the other hand, a “Third World UN,” representative of new postcolonial 
states and demands for global social and economic reform. Throw the visual 
impact of television into the mix and this was the setting for a truly expansive 
mass, and even international, public sphere. Since then, the concept of “civil 
society,” borrowed from its Eastern European context, has become the tag for 
the power of nongovernment initiatives and actors that in the seventies drew 
legitimacy and authority away from the state at a global level. When the end 
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of the Cold War ushered in a “fourth age of nationalism,” another new con-
cept, postinternationalism, was simultaneously born.20

During these historical ebbs and flows, the political and institutional 
spaces that opened up around the idea of “the international” crossed with 
the multiple strands of democratic, liberal, socialist, feminist, nationalist, im-
perialist, capitalist, federalist, and anticolonialist aspirations. To a significant 
extent, visions of international community were carried into the twentieth 
century on the back of eighteenth- century celebrations of global trade and 
commerce. By the end of World War I, however, there was more disillusion-
ment with the regional and social inequities of free trade and its promise 
of peace through markets. Capitalism, and the economic precepts of “so-
cial justice,” were the conditions of this new internationalism and defined 
its difference from nineteenth century proletarian internationalism. As the 
sovereignty of states as nations became an almost sacrosanct law of politi-
cal life, the social justice perspective kept alive a longer standing tradition of 
international humanitarianism and intervention.21 Through all these trans-
formations, the liberal character of the new internationalism propelled social 
and political change, it spurred old and new questions about how to change 
and improve the world, and, depending on who you were and where in the 
world you lived, encouraged all manner of answers always in combination 
with thinking about the nation and the state.

At the end of the twentieth century, on the tail of the end of the Cold War, 
anthropologists and cultural theorists pondered the relationship between 
nationalism and internationalism as “neither antagonistic nor even ana-
lytically separable principles, but  .  .  .  rather, mutually entailed aspects of a 
wider process of categorical thought and action.”22 Around the same time, 
cultural and imperial historians began to launch quite separate self- conscious 
investigations of the transnational dimensions of the past, and the history 
of internationalism.23 They probed the intersecting stories of imperialism, 
decolonization, and development. Nudged by the sixtieth anniversary of 
the UN and UNESCO, some even turned their enthusiastic attention to the 
significance of emblematic twentieth- century international institutions.24 
As a result, we know more and more each day about the workings of the 
League of Nations, the International Labour Organization, the Institute for 
International Intellectual Cooperation, the World Health Organization, and 
the United Nations itself. Yet we still know relatively little about the range 
of ideas and ambitions associated with these organizations or abandoned at 
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their creation, especially beyond the metropolitan cultures of Western Eu-
rope and North America. The closer we look, the more apparent are the holes 
in our knowledge about the breadth and complexity of internationalism as an 
idea or its influence across the twentieth century, and the lives of the people 
it involved.

This study offers an introduction to the history of internationalism at 
specific moments of the twentieth century when international visions of 
community occupied the liberal political mainstream. It aims to correct a 
distortion of historical vision that has featured nationalism in the foreground, 
while keeping internationalism beyond view. As a result the emphasis in this 
narrative is on internationalism, even as my intention is to restore interna-
tionalism to the history of nations and nationalism. It is not written as a sur-
vey, or a complete compilation of every configuration of internationalism. 
Nor does it proclaim the objective sociological status of internationalism in 
the twentieth century. Instead, this history of internationalism in the age of 
nationalism draws its momentum from the historically specific ideas and in-
stitutions that were named “international” by citizens, and women and men 
who lacked basic rights. Putting the international back into the big picture of 
the twentieth century, I would argue, gives more space to the perspectives of 
men and women who regarded international institutions, and the league and 
UN, as contexts in which they could improve their status as national citizens 
as well as build an international community. 

The teachers who finished up writing the report on their UNESCO semi-
nars in 1948 concluded that persons wanting to write on the UN should go 
there and “trace the theoretical structure in tangible objects and persons.” 
This book started out as just that kind of study of the early years of the United 
Nations seen through its people. My research into their stories led me to this 
cultural history of the rise and demise of twentieth- century international-
ism with its focus on the intersections of the social, political, and intellec-
tual. Those same stories opened my eyes to a century of politics that we have 
tended to historicize and remember as organized solely around the principle 
of nationality and the realism of the nation-state.

Although the most easily available evidence of internationalism draws us 
into a European world, in assembling this argument I have made use of the 
archives of “universal history,” and the scholarship of historians who have 
begun to explore the archives of mobility to capture the references to an inter-
national present or future that surfaced not only along a transatlantic passage 
nor simply in the interests of colonialism.25 Together these archives indicate 
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that in different parts of the world internationality was refashioned in the 
cause of an anticolonial internationalism increasingly, although not solely, in 
support of nation building.26 By focusing too on the place of women in this 
international history, my aim is to show they were there, even though we may 
have lost sight of them, and that where they are absent there may be a gender 
story to tell.27 As important, I have taken as my approach the same method-
ologies that have been used to study nationalism, with particular attention to 
the “imagined” and “invented” dimensions of internationalism, as well as the 
mutually reinforcing relationship between the talk of internationalism and its 
realism, and the importance of the international for understanding the his-
tory of the nation. I have tried to look through to the cultural underpinnings 
of visions of international community, the invisible moral order that interna-
tionalism implied, and its political implications in what I think of as the “five 
ages” of the “new internationalism”: the turn of the twentieth century, the end 
of World War I, the apogee of internationalism at the end of World War II, its 
reprise in the “global” seventies, and the “postinternational” nineties.28

Some years ago, the historian Akira Iriye argued the importance of interna-
tionalizing history. Iriye began to trace the outlines of a twentieth century 
“cultural internationalism” as “the exchange of ideas, cultures, and persons” 
and as distinct from “the world order defined by military power and consid-
erations of national interests.”29 I endeavor to continue what Iriye began, but 
I weave the strands of the modern history of internationalism as an idea back 
into narratives of the twentieth century as an age of nationalism and national 
interests. My reading of that past and the relationship between international-
ism and nationalism is indebted to the international optimism that inspired 
the work of Iriye and other social scientists at the approach of a new millen-
nium. But my argument has been shaped as much by the global politics of 
the twenty- first century in the wake of the events of 9/11, and the relative 
absence of the talk of internationalism in our own time. And that leads me to 
my opening historical gambit— this absence throws into stark relief the per-
sistence of internationalism as a peculiarly twentieth- century phenomenon. 
Without the impact and influence of internationalism, the twentieth century 
would have looked radically different.
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